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Figure 1: Actigaze with Button Press (ABP), Dwell (ADw), Goal-Crossing (AGC), or Target Reverse Crossing (ARC).

Figure 2: 4x Magnification with Button Press (4xMBP) or Dwell (4xMDw). Viewpoint slightly offset to the left for illustration.
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ABSTRACT
In eye-gaze-based selection, dwell suffers from several issues, e.g.,
the Midas Touch problem. Here we investigate saccade-based selec-
tion techniques as an alternative to dwell. First, we designed a novel
user interface (UI) for Actigaze and used it with (goal-crossing) sac-
cades for confirming the selection of small targets (i.e., < 1.5-2°). We
compared it with three other variants of Actigaze (with button press,
dwell, and target reverse crossing) and two variants of target magnifi-
cation (with button press and dwell). Magnification-dwell exhibited
the most promising performance. For Actigaze, goal-crossing was
the fastest option but suffered the most errors. We then evaluated
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goal-crossing as a primary selection technique for normal-sized
targets (≥ 2°) and implemented a novel UI for such interaction.
Results revealed that dwell achieved the best performance. Yet, we
identified goal-crossing as a good compromise between dwell and
button press. Our findings thus identify novel options for gaze-only
interaction.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing→ Virtual reality; Pointing de-
vices; HCI theory, concepts and models.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Many recent Virtual Reality (VR) headsets support eye-tracking [55].
As eye-gaze (called gaze here) canmove very fast [4], it affords faster
pointing for selection tasks [13]. Gaze provides more options for
hands-free interaction in VR, increasing a user’s sense of presence
and embodiment [18]. Also, people with limited muscle control
can use gaze as an alternative means of interaction [47]. However,
gaze-only interfaces suffers from drawbacks.

One issue is the reliability of selecting/activating a target [71].
The reason is that the same sensory system, the eyes, is used for both
perception and control [60]. Without a reliable selection method,
gaze is prone to theMidas Touch (MT) problem [90], i.e., the uninten-
tional activation of non-targets.Dwelling, i.e., fixating ones’ gaze for
a certain dwell time, is most commonly used for gaze-only selection
[35, 59, 67, 79]. However, it suffers from the MT problem, especially
when the dwell time is low [73], is unnaturally long [83], which
limits performance [46], and, it is substantially slower compared to
non-gaze-based input methods [19, 27, 37, 72, 77, 96, 97].

The MT problem also poses a major drawback for dwell-based
systems, as it prevents free exploration of the user interface (UI) [65].
Thus, researchers have investigated alternatives [27, 72, 75] with a
button click typically achieving the best performance [19, 27, 37, 77,
97]. More explicit gaze-only selection techniques, often called gaze
gestures, have also been studied [12, 29, 39, 43, 49, 66, 78, 82, 89].

Many such gestures involve one or more saccades (e.g., [29, 39,
66]), i.e., ballistic eye movements [73, 79]. A saccade with an am-
plitude of ≈15-20° takes only 30-120 ms. Saccade latencies range
100-200 ms before the eyes start to move to the next area of in-
terest [24]. Thus, it takes (𝑆𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 = 30-120 ms +
100-200 ms =) 130-320 ms to complete a single saccade. Also, unlike
dwell, using saccades for selection gives users more explicit control
over confirming that selection. Thus, saccades are a good potential
alternative, even with an expert-level dwell time of 300 ms [59].

Another challenge for gaze-only systems is the limited accuracy
and precision of eye-trackers [23]. Interacting with targets less
than 1.5-2° with gaze is challenging as the error rate increases
substantially [31, 93]. Targets should thus span at least 1.5-2° [79].
Yet, smaller interface elements, < 1.5-2°, provide more options for
UI designers, e.g., for small menu items [74], website links [56],
overlapping targets [51, 75, 82, 84], or code debugging [81].

Several techniques have been proposed to interact with targets
< 1.5-2° (e.g., [32, 56, 75, 81]), many of which are based on 2D
target magnification [2, 6, 20, 30, 34, 48, 52, 63, 66, 68, 92]. Yet,
selection in immersive systems is more challenging. For instance,
since VR headsets are tracked by external sensors, the position and
rotation data are subject to jitter. As eye-trackers are embedded
in VR headsets, the data collected includes multiple jitter sources,
which have detrimental effects on user performance [9–11, 38].

Lutteroth et al. [56] proposed a gaze-only solution, Actigaze, to
interact with small targets (i.e., < 1.5-2°). Similar to previous work
on magnification [2, 6, 20, 48, 52, 68], Actigaze relies on a two-step
process, where a selection is followed by a confirmation. The user
first dwells near the target – in their case, text-based weblinks. This
activates a set of secondary confirm buttons (CBs) that share the
same color as the weblinks close to the current gaze point. Dwelling
on one of the CBs then selects the corresponding target.

Beside dwell, another option for target selection is goal-crossing
[1], where the cursor crossing an edge of the target selects it. A
similar technique, target reverse crossing [29], activates a target
when the cursor enters and exits through the same edge/arc.

To address some of the most prominent gaps in the literature,
we examined the following research questions: How is user per-
formance affected by saccade-based selection confirmation for small
target selection in VR? How does Actigaze compare to the technique
of magnifying the targets? As gaze-only alternatives, how well do
saccade-based goal-crossing and target reverse crossing perform, com-
pared to button click or dwell? and Do these selection techniques differ
in performance for primary and confirmatory target selection?

To answer these research questions, we conducted two user
studies. First, we investigated the potential of saccades as the con-
firmation step selection method. Although saccades can be faster
than dwell, saccadic selection by just looking at the target is more
susceptible to the MT problem. Yet, previous work [81] argued that,
if the selection involved a two-step process, this approach could
reduce the MT problem (to some extent), but at the cost of having
to take two separate actions to activate a single target. Thus, a
two-step process selection mechanism with saccades could offer a
good compromise between selection speed and the MT problem.

To evaluate this idea, we use a Fitts’ law task [7, 19, 70, 79], with
closely packed 0.7°, 0.85°, or 1° targets (see Figure 1). The targets
were selected either with one of four variants of Actigaze or two
variants of 4x magnification (4xM). The four Actigaze variants are:
activating the CBs using a button press (ABP), dwell (ADw), goal-
crossing (AGC), or target reverse crossing (ARC). The two variants
of 4xM activate confirmation step targets either by a button press
(4xMBP) or dwell (4xMDw), with 4x magnification.

In a second study, we compared saccade-based selectionmethods,
goal-crossing and target reverse crossing, to dwell and button press
for normal-sized targets (i.e., ≥ 2°), as the primary step selection
technique, in an ISO 9241-411 Fitts’ law task [3, 40, 71, 72].
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Ourmain contributions are: (1)We present performancemeasure-
ments for six selection techniques – ABP, ADw, AGC, ARC, 4xMBP,
and 4xMDw. Also, we analyze the performance of the correspond-
ing confirmation step activation methods in detail. (2) Similarly, we
measure the performance of button press, dwell, goal-crossing, and
target reverse crossing as primary step activation methods. (3) We
also present two novel UIs. First, a new layout design variation for
Actigaze, useful for menus, text entry, and other similar UI items
(see Figure 1). Second, a new UI to facilitate saccadic selection as
the primary step activation method. For this, we added a larger
(otherwise hidden) confirm button (CB) close to each target, which
pops up whenever the users’ gaze cursor is on the target. Then,
making a saccade towards the CB activates the target (see Figure 5).

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Fitts’ Law and Gaze Tracking
Recently, andmatching previouswork [87, 95, 97], Schuetz et al. [79]
showed that Fitts’ law applies to gaze, especially since secondary
“corrective” gaze movements are typically required after a main
target-directed saccade to point to a target. Fitts’ law-based tasks
have also been used in the past to study gaze-based selection [79],
on 2D screens [17, 41, 79], and in head-mounted displays (HMDs),
both in 2D [3, 27, 35] and 3D [72, 76]. The purpose of such studies
was to compare different interaction techniques. Qian and Teather
[76] compared three types of “gaze” in a VR HMD – eye-gaze, head-
gaze, and a combination of the two (eye/head-gaze). The last one
corresponds best to real-world gaze behaviours and we thus refer
to the eye/head-gaze condition [76] simply as “gaze” [13].

Here, we use the Shannon formulation [57] of Fitts’ law [5, 16, 22,
45, 69, 85, 91]. More specifically, we use Kopper et al.’s [45] angular
ID formula and their method to convert Euclidean distances to
angular measures. We assess users’ throughput performance also
with ISO 9241-411:2012 throughput [40]. A detailed description and
the calculation steps for throughput are documented in previous
work, e.g, [7, 38, 57, 71].

2.2 Gaze-Based Interaction with Small Targets
The conventional way of interacting with small targets is magnify-
ing the target grid, which involves a two-step process – a magnifi-
cation followed by a confirmation step. Lankford [52] used dwell
to trigger the magnification. Ashmore et al. [2] used a fisheye lens
to facilitate zooming. Other inputs for triggering magnification has
been explored [6, 44, 48]. Mott and Wobbrock [68] used a Bubble
Lens (BL) to enlarge small targets. Using Meyer’s model [62], the
authors automatically triggered the magnifying lens based on the
gaze cursor velocity to create a gaze-only UI. Different types of
cursors have also been investigated for small target selection [30].
Recently, Choi et al. [20] compared two gaze-based 2D area cursors
— Bubble Cursor (BC) [32] and Bubble Gaze Lens (BGL; a fusion of
BC and BL). The authors found that BGL performed best.

Previous work also explored gaze-based target disambiguation
[51, 75, 82, 84]. Lutteroth et al. [56] presented a novel gaze-only click
alternative, Actigaze, to interact with small targets. Here the user
designates a target by first dwelling for 80 ms near any clickable
target. This assigns a (limited number of) confirm button (CB) colors
to all nearby clickables. Selecting the respective CB (at a screen

margin) by dwelling on it for 200 ms then selects the desired target.
CodeGazer [81] improved this design by placing the CBs in both
left and right margins and increased the CB activation time to 300
ms. Since a two-step process is more reliable [81], we decided to
experiment with different activation methods for the confirmation
step of Actigaze and 4xM, to potentially speed up selection. Also, we
build on the idea of a secondary CB [56, 81] and evaluate saccade-
based target selection for the primary step.

2.3 Activation Methods for Gaze-Based Systems
Although dwell is popular for activation in gaze systems [21, 35,
67, 79], it suffers from shortcomings [46, 65, 67, 83]. To improve its
performance in dwell-based gaze typing, Mott et al. [67] introduced
a system that dynamically adjusts the dwell time, depending on the
probability that a particular key might be selected. Similarly, Iso-
moto et al. [41] used Fitts’ Law estimates to reduce the dwell time.
Researchers also explored alternative activation methods, including
button clicks, speech, hand gestures, eye blinks, and electromyog-
raphy (EMG) [17, 27, 42, 54, 71, 72]. Several studies identified that
a button press outperforms other alternatives [19, 27, 37, 77, 97].

Past work also explored gaze gestures to activate a target [75, 82],
based on one or more saccades [39, 64] or on goal-crossing [1, 26,
65, 66, 73, 89]. One approach involves target reverse crossing, where
a target is activated when the gaze cursor crosses the same edge/arc
twice [29]. Compared to dwell, this requires less time to select a
target at the cost of reduced accuracy [29]. Similar techniques have
been used in different types of applications [39, 49, 50, 78]. Follow-
ing this, we also explore saccade-based activation as a primary and
confirmation step selection technique.

3 USER STUDY 1
3.1 Conditions and Implementation
3.1.1 Actigaze. Wemodified Actigaze in several ways in our imple-
mentation. Following previous work [6, 30, 44, 48], we use a button
press for the first step to activate the 3x3 grid, instead of dwell
[56, 81]. Even though this could be replaced by an automatic invo-
cation method [68] to make this a gaze-only UI, we chose the more
reliable and faster method with the spacebar [19, 27, 37, 77, 97]. For
our 6x6 target grid, where the targets are closely packed together,
dwell would not be appropriate for the first step as there are multi-
ple potential overlapping options for the 3x3 grid. Thus, there is
an ambiguity as to when to start and stop the dwell timer. Also,
cursor jitter would further complicate dwell especially if individual
buttons need to be dwelled on to activate the 3x3 grid.

Given that all targets were arranged in a 6x6 grid in our study, the
user can be at most one target off when invoking the second step of
Actigaze. In other words, the users’ gaze cursor needs to be at most
one target size distance (i.e. 0.7°, 0.85°, or 1°) away from the target
when they hit the spacebar to complete the first step. Otherwise,
that particular target would result immediately in a “miss”. This
means that the user has to be sufficiently accurate in the first step
(𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 × 3) – in essence 2.1°, 2.55°, or 3° for the three target
sizes, respectively. If the user hit the spacebar while their gaze was
close enough to the target, we assigned CB colors (from the Tableau
20 palette [86]) to the 3x3 sub-grid centered on the button that the
user gazed at. If the user selected a corner button, a 2x2 sub-grid at
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the corner was colored. We also added a yellow “halo” around the
desired target in the 3x3 sub-grid to clearly indicate the target.

After this step, users selected the desired CB in one of four ways
(see below). The size of the CBs was either 2.8°, 3.4°, or 4° for target
sizes 0.7°, 0.85°, or 1° respectively. Placing the circle of CBs closer to
the user (see Figure 1) enabled us to use such large(r) CBs. In each
case, we provided the corresponding auditory feedback when the
correct/incorrect CB was activated. Figure 1 presents a graphical
representation of our version of Actigaze.
• Actigaze-Button Press (ABP): A CB is correctly activated if the
gaze cursor is on the CB and the spacebar is hit (again).

• Actigaze-Dwell (ADw): To activate a CB, the user has to dwell
on it for 300 ms. This also means that if the user dwelled on the
wrong CB, this results in a “miss”, i.e., the corresponding target
in the 6x6 grid would be incorrectly selected (confirmed). We
chose 300 ms based on previous work [3, 35, 59, 81].

• Actigaze-Goal-Crossing (AGC): A CB gets activated immediately
when the gaze cursor enters it. If the cursor never falls on the
CB, e.g., because the sampling frequency is too low, nothing
gets selected. Entering the wrong CB (including crossing over it)
results in a miss.

• Actigaze-Target Reverse Crossing (ARC): In this version, a CB
is activated when the user’s gaze enters it from any side but
exits only through the inner edge/arc. Although Feng et al.’s [29]
original version required the cursor to cross the same edge/arc
twice, considering our specific layout, we decided to remove
this restriction, as it (unnecessarily) adds more constraints for
the user. In essence, the gaze gesture the user needs to perform
involves entering a CB and, if they want to confirm it, return back
to the 6x6 grid for the next target. However, if the CB entered is
not the desired one, they can use a circular motion gaze gesture
to correct it, similar to Quikwriting [12]. Entering the wrong CB
and exiting through its inner edge/arc was counted as a miss.
Compared to Actigaze [56, 81], we arranged the CBs differently in

our system and use a CB layout that preserves the relative directions
from the main target grid. Thus, the top-left button in the 3x3
sub-grid corresponds to the top-left CB, and so on. Yet, such an
arrangement allows for at most eight CBs, leaving no space for a
center target CB. Thus, we added two CBs for the center button, at
both the top and the bottom, giving the user the choice to either
go up or down when they correctly selected the target in the first
step. This preserves the directionality of the mapping and also
(indirectly) encourages users to gaze as close as possible to the
correct target. Also, to avoid unintended confirmations when the
cursor just “cuts off a corner” or falls on the edge between two CBs,
we added a small gap between them.

3.1.2 4x Magnification. As we implemented the task in a 3D virtual
environment, and instead of an explicit magnifying lens, we simply
bring a replicated version of the magnified area closer to the user,
see Figure 2b, which achieves the same magnification effect. To
ensure a valid comparison with the Actigaze conditions, we also
use a two-step process, with the first being exactly the same as in
the Actigaze conditions. Instead of coloring, we magnify a copy of
the 3x3 sub-grid for the second confirmation step. Then, the user
only needs to point to a target in the magnified grid and confirm the
selection. With this design goal-crossing or target reverse crossing

cannot be used. Thus, we only evaluate button press and dwell for
target activation in the 3x3 sub-grid.
• 4x Magnification with Button Press (4xMBP): Pointing at the target
in the 3x3 grid and hitting the spacebar (again) activated it.

• 4x Magnification with Dwell (4xMDw): Similar to ADw, we chose
a 300 ms dwell time. Yet, as the 3x3 grid is magnified towards the
user, the gaze cursor will always already hover over one of the
buttons in the magnified grid. In our pilots, this caused almost
immediate triggering, before users had the time to gaze at the
correct target. Thus, we added a delay of 200 ms, i.e., the reaction
time [25, 88], so that users have time to perceive the magnified
targets and correct their gaze accordingly.
We highlight any button that the user’s gaze cursor is in contact

with in dark blue. Thus, if the user’s gaze cursor was on the target in
the first step, when the sub-grid wasmagnified, that target remained
blue in the 3x3 sub-grid. This made it harder to identify the target
within the magnified sub-grid. To resolve this, and just like for
Actigaze, we added a yellow “halo” around the target in the 3x3
sub-grid. Following previous work [20, 68], we magnified 4x. This
also guaranteed that the zoomed targets were the same size as
the CBs, i.e., 2.8°, 3.4°, or 4° for target sizes of 0.7°, 0.85°, and 1°,
respectively. Thus, 4x zooming ensured that the zoomed targets
are easily interactable, as even the smallest zoomed target size is
close to previously suggested sizes, i.e., 3° [35, 76, 79]. Finally, just
like in Actigaze, the respective notification sounds were played for
correct/incorrect selection. See Figure 2 for an illustration of 4xM.

3.2 Hypotheses
H1.1 Among the four variants of Actigaze, AGC has the high-
est error rate. The CBs in AGC get activated the instant the cursor
is in contact with them. Thus, users can accidentally activate the
wrong CB during visual search.H1.2 AGC is the fastest selection
technique for Actigaze. Goal-crossing does not need additional
time like dwell nor the time required to press a button. Also, un-
like target reverse crossing, goal-crossing is a one-step mechanism
and therefore should save the time required to exit. H1.3 4xMBP
exhibits the best performance among all the conditions. An
advantage of 4xMBP is that the targets are magnified in the direc-
tion of the user’s gaze. This reduces the gaze travel distance to the
target in the 3x3 grid to at most one target size (as the gaze can
be at most one target off in the first step). In contrast, the travel
distance (for the confirmation step) in Actigaze is larger as the CBs
are further away. Also, as a button press is reported to be faster
than dwell [19, 27, 37, 77, 97], 4xMBP should outperform 4xMDw.

3.3 Participants, Apparatus, and Procedure
18 participants (4 female) took part in this study. Their mean age
was 21.6 ± 3.31 years. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

In this study we used a computer with i7-11700F processor, 32
GB RAM, and a RTX 3070 graphics card, using the Unity game
engine. As VR HMD, we used a HTC VIVE Pro Eye HMD with
embedded Tobii eye-tracking, with 90 Hz refresh rate, 2880x1600
pixels, and 110° (diagonal) FOV. Its eye-tracker has an accuracy of
0.5-1.1° and transmits data at 120 Hz. Every time participants put
the headset (back) on, the eye-tracker was calibrated using Tobii’s
5-point calibration method.
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Participants started the experiment by filling out a demographic
questionnaire. All participants experienced all six conditions, in
counterbalanced order. At the start of each of these conditions the
experimenter first explained the technique. Participants then put
on the VR HMD, where they saw the virtual environment with
the target grid presented in front of them (see Figure 1 and 2).
After participants had performed some practice trials, they were
instructed to do the task as quickly and accurately as possible in the
main experiment. They performed the task while sitting on a chair
and used the spacebar of a keyboard placed on the desk in front of
them. After each condition, they were asked to fill the NASA task
load index (NASA-TLX) [36]. At the end of the experiment, subjects
filled a short questionnaire where they shared their preferences.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Time and Error Rate for Selection Techniques.

The center of the 6x6 target grid was placed at the participant’s
eye level. The experimental task matches previous work [7, 70]
where the first target was selected randomly. The next target was
then randomly selected with the restriction that it was either 2 or
3 targets to the left, right, top, bottom, or diagonally relative to
the previous one, yielding four different target distances (TD) for
target sizes 0.7° (TD: 1.40°, 2.10°, 1.98°, and 2.97°), 0.85° (TD: 1.70°,
2.55°, 2.40°, and 3.61°), and 1° (TD: 2°, 3°, 2.83°, and 4.24°). The same
target was never selected twice within a round. When there were
no more buttons that met the above criteria, the next round of
trials was presented. At the beginning of each trial, all the buttons
in the 6x6 grid were grey except for the yellow target. If subjects
correctly selected a target, it was changed to white, otherwise, black.
Each target size was repeated twice for each condition (i.e., two
rounds per size). Each condition took about 6-8 minutes. The whole
experiment lasted ≈1.5 hours with breaks.

3.4 Experimental Design
We used a within-subjects design with six Selection Techniques
(6ST :ABP, ADw, AGC, ARC, 4xMBP, and 4xMDw) and three Target
Sizes (3TS : 0.7°, 0.85°, or 1°), all of which were presented in coun-
terbalanced order. For each combination of ST and TS, participants
performed two round of trials in the 6x6 target grid. In the analysis,
we used the six STs as our independent variable. The randomness
associated with the next target selection did not guarantee a fixed
number of data points for each round of trials. Nonetheless, we
collected sufficient data from enough subjects that the data exhib-
ited a uniform distribution for the only independent variable. On
average, there were about 30 targets per round of trials yielding

about 30× 3TS × 6ST × 2repetitions = 1080 data points per subject. As
dependent variables, we measured participants’ (selection) time (s)
– time required to select a target, and error rate (ER) – the ratio
of incorrect selections over total number of targets selected. To
analyze the influence of the activation methods on the STs, the
four activation methods (button press, dwell, goal-crossing, and
target reverse crossing) was also used as an independent variable.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Time and Error Rate for Activation Methods.

3.5 Results
Using SPSS 27, we analyzed the data using repeated measures (RM)
ANOVA with 𝛼 = 0.05. We considered the data to have a normal
distribution when Skewness (S) and Kurtosis (K) values were be-
tween ±1.5 [33, 61]. If Mauchly’s sphericity test was violated, we
applied Huynh-Feldt correction where 𝜖 < 0.75. For simplicity, we
only report statistically significant results here. Post-hoc analyses
were conducted with the Bonferroni method. The figures show the
means and standard error of means and the significance levels are
shown as *** for 𝑝 < 0.001, ** for 𝑝 < 0.01, and * for 𝑝 < 0.05.

3.5.1 Selection Techniques. Results of the RM ANOVA revealed
a significant effect of selection techniques on both Time (𝐹5,85 =
3.8, 𝑝 < 0.01, [2 = 0.181) and error rate (𝐹5,85 = 23.4, 𝑝 < 0.001,
[2 = 0.579). As shown in Figure 3a, AGC was significantly faster
than ABP and ADw. Both dwell conditions, ADw and 4xMDw,
exhibited significantly less errors than the other four conditions,
see Figure 3b, with no significant differences among the other four,
except AGC and ABP, where AGC had more errors than ABP.

3.5.2 Activation Methods. To understand the differences between
the activation methods, we analyzed Actigaze’s button press, dwell,
goal-crossing, and target reverse crossing, along with button press
and dwell of 4xM, in execution time and error rate. Note that the
data analyzed here is just the data for the second step, i.e., after
successful, error-free completion of the first step.

RM ANOVA identified a significant difference between the ac-
tivation methods for time (𝐹5,85 = 43.3, 𝑝 < 0.001, [2 = 0.718) and
error rate (𝐹4.13,70.1 = 26.5, 𝑝 < 0.001, [2 = 0.609). Goal-crossing
for Actigaze, and button press and dwell for 4xM, were not signif-
icantly different from each other but all three were significantly
faster than the other three Actigaze activation methods. Also, dwell
for Actigaze was significantly slower than target reverse crossing
(see Figure 4a). However, Actigaze-dwell and 4xM-dwell were the
most and second-most accurate conditions (see Figure 4b).
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3.5.3 Subjective Measures. The average overall task load measured
via the NASA-TLX for ABP was (𝑀 = 44.1, 𝑆𝐷 = 20.6), ADw (𝑀
= 49.2, 𝑆𝐷 = 20.9), AGC (𝑀 = 59.7, 𝑆𝐷 = 20.1), ARC (𝑀 = 56.1, 𝑆𝐷
= 21.6), 4xMBP (𝑀 = 48.4, 𝑆𝐷 = 20.9), and for 4xMDw (𝑀 = 42.9,
𝑆𝐷 = 22.1). RM ANOVA identified a significant difference between
the selection techniques (𝐹5,85 = 5.71, 𝑝 < 0.001, [2 = 0.251). Post-
hoc analysis revealed that only the overall task load of AGC was
significantly higher than ABP (𝑝 < 0.001) and 4xMDw (𝑝 < 0.05).

In the post-experiment questionnaire, each of 5 out of the 18 par-
ticipants preferred 4xMBP and 4xMDw, 4 preferred ADw, 3 AGC, 1
ABP, and none ARC. Among 4xM, 10 participants preferred 4xMDw
and 8 4xMBP. Reasons why participants preferred the 4xMBP con-
dition were, “Felt it was the fastest and had the most control over
it”, “It’s the easiest task”, “I was able to control the speed which made
me faster”, and “it was easier than [Actigaze].” Participants who
preferred 4xMDw mentioned “It was easier to deal when there is no
need to press a button”, “It demanded less mental and physical effort”,
and “Because I have time ... I didn’t feel pressured.”

Among Actigaze, 7 subjects preferred ADw, 5 AGC, and 3 each
for ABP and ARC. Example reasons for the choice of ADw were
“I preferred not clicking on the keyboard” and “I could not choose
instantly the color [which] was mentally hard.” Similarly, for AGC
subjects mentioned “It was easier and more convenient [that it was]
immediately selected [making] it faster” and “Less effort required.”

3.6 Study 1 Discussion
We evaluated Actigaze with button press (ABP), dwell (ADw), goal-
crossing (AGC), and target reverse crossing (ARC), and 4x magni-
fication (4xM) with button press (4xMBP) and dwell (4xMDw) for
selection of targets less than 1.5-2° with gaze in VR HMDs.

While there are many significant differences in the results, we
discuss here only the most salient findings. Unless stated differently,
all results for individual techniques also hold for the respective acti-
vation steps. For Actigaze, no significant differences were observed
between ADw and ABP, except that ADw exhibited significantly
fewer errors than ABP (see Figure 3). Thus, ADw seems better than
ABP, contradicting previous work [19, 27, 37, 77, 97]. The likely
reason is that these studies used a dwell time much longer than
300 ms. Thus, we acknowledge that our results only hold for UIs
with a short dwell time of 300 ms (e.g., [59, 81]). Also, for UIs that
require a longer dwell time, one could add an extra (say) 150 ms to
our results to arrive at a good estimate of that technique’s potential
performance.

AGC was significantly faster than ABP and ADw but suffered
from more errors than both. Yet, no significant difference in terms
of error rate was observed between AGC and ARC (see Figure 3).
Thus, we conclude that these results partially support hypothesis
H1.1, i.e., that AGC has the highest error rate. Given the first step of
the two-step process was same for all the conditions, we further in-
vestigated the effect of the confirmation step activation methods on
the results. As per Figure 4a, goal-crossing was significantly faster
than the other three. Thus, our results support hypothesisH1.2 that
AGC is the fastest Actigaze selection technique. Other than dwell,
we did not observe any significant differences for goal-crossing in
terms of error-rate (see Figure 4b). Although AGC showed higher
task load than ABP, AGC was the second-most preferred Actigaze
variant by participants. Given these results, and because of the

higher error rate of AGC, we conclude that AGC is the best perform-
ing variant of Actigaze in terms of time albeit with the highest error
rate. These results are promising especially because a gaze-only
selection technique was able to outperform button press for time,
contradicting previous work [19, 27, 37, 77, 96, 97].

Even though the difference in error rate between AGC and ABP
will slow down error-free interaction, e.g., for text entry, due to the
time needed for error recovery, we speculate that the performance
of the two techniques will still be comparable, as AGC was faster
than ABP. At a minimum, AGC, i.e., saccades, seems to offer the best
compromise between button press and dwell, especially for UIs that
need a dwell time longer than 300 ms.

ARC exhibited significantly more errors than ADw, but no sig-
nificant differences were found between ARC and ADw for time.
Yet, target reverse crossing was significantly faster than dwell. This
result is in line with previous work [29]. No significant differences
were observed between ARC and ABP. Also, these techniques were
least preferred. Given these results, we conclude that ARC is com-
parable to ABP, offering more gaze-only options.

One potential reason why button press was significantly slower
than goal-crossing and achieved performance comparable to tar-
get reverse crossing might be gaze cursor jitter. We speculate that
participants took longer to decide if the cursor will “stay” on the
CB at the time they hit the spacebar. In contrast, for target reverse
crossing the jitter (sometimes) caused premature exits when hov-
ering on the CB, which then sped up the activation. Based on our
observations, this surprised participants, but was not unwelcome.

For the 4xM conditions, 4xMDw exhibited only significantly
fewer errors compared to 4xMBP. This means that 4xMDw is the
best variant of 4xM, refuting hypothesis H1.3. Given that some
application scenarios, such as text entry, could use a short 300 ms
dwell with the 4xM interface, we see this as evidence that another
gaze-only technique is able to achieve better performance than
button press, again contradicting previous work [19, 27, 37, 77, 97].

Comparing 4xMDw with AGC did not reveal any significant dif-
ferences for time. 4xMDw also exhibited significantly fewer errors
than ABP, AGC, and ARC. Dwell of 4xMwas also significantly faster
than all three Actigaze activation methods except goal-crossing.
Although dwell for 4xM exhibited significantly more errors than
dwell for Actigaze, no such differences were observed between
4xMDw and ADw (see Figures 3 and 4). Combining the quantitative
outcomes with subjects’ preferences as well as the significantly
lower task load compared to AGC, we conclude that overall 4xMDw
shows the most promising selection performance for small targets.

No significant differences were observed between 4xMBP and
AGC for any of the performance metrics (see Figures 3 and 4).
4xMBP was preferred by 5 participants, i.e., just 2 more participants
than AGC. Thus, we also conclude that both 4xMBP and AGC had
comparable performance.

In line with previous work [19, 27], our results also show that
dwell exhibited the least errors for Actigaze and 4xM. However,
dwell for 4xM suffered from more errors than for Actigaze (see
Figure 3b and 4b). As targets are magnified towards the user in 4xM,
the gaze cursor is already in contact with one of the buttons in the
magnified grid for the second step which sometimes prematurely
activated the button, before the gaze could be moved away.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: The ISO 9241-411 Fitts’ law task with (a) button press or dwell, (b) goal-crossing, and (c) target reverse crossing. In
(b)-(c) the user looks at the target, which reveals the (hidden) confirm button (CB). A saccade to the CB then selects the target.

4 USER STUDY 2
Goal-crossing and target reverse crossing demonstrated promising
performance in Study 1. However, the question remains whether
goal-crossing and target reverse crossing can also achieve similar
performance and if they could present alternatives to dwell/button
press as a primary step selection technique. Thus, we decided to
investigate them as a primary selection technique with normal-
sized targets (i.e., ≥ 2°).

4.1 Conditions and Implementation
• Button Press (BP): If the gaze cursor is on the target when the
spacebar is pressed, it is counted as a correct selection.

• Dwell (Dw): This was the same as in the first study – 300 ms
dwell time and the conditions for hit and miss.

• Goal-Crossing (GC): To reduce the impact of the MT problem, we
implemented a novel UI. The user first gazes at the target. This
pops up an otherwise hidden CB “behind” the target relative to
the line from the previous CB to the current target. Making a
quick saccade to the CB then selects the target (see Figure 5b).

• Target Reverse Crossing (RC): Everything is same as in the GC
condition except that the CB appears at a position that required
a reverse saccade from the user (see Figure 5c).

For GC and RC, if the gaze cursor left the target, the CBs were
(re-)hidden after 50 ms, which gave users 50 ms to hit the CB. As
identified in pilot studies, this helped to minimize accidental acti-
vations when two CBs appear close to each other. Based on pilots,
we also made the size of the CB quite large, i.e., 4°, as saccade paths
are not perfectly straight. Otherwise, users had to make repeated
saccades to activate the same target. As we noticed premature exits
for target reverse crossing in Study 1, we placed the CBs also 1.75°
away from the targets, following Patidar et al.’s [73] suggestion.
This avoided unintended triggering of CBs solely due to cursor
jitter. We chose all these values to be as small as possible based on
pilots, while still maintaining an acceptable level of performance.

The target arrangement in Study 1 used too many IDs to enable
deeper analysis. Thus, we used the more standardized “circle of
targets arrangement”, i.e., the ISO 9241-411 task [40], to enhance
reliability and replicability. To keep the comparison fair, we modi-
fied the target spacing such that the distance from the user’s last
selection point to the next target was the same across all conditions

[57, 58]. For GC and RC, this means that the distance between the
(center of the) CB (i.e., the last selection point) and the (center of
the) next target is the same as the distance between two target
centers for the BP or Dw conditions (see Figure 5).

4.2 Hypotheses
H2.1 GC has the highest throughput among the gaze-only
methods. Study 1 showed that, for Actigaze, goal-crossing was
fastest. As a single saccade takes only 130-320 ms [24], this option
could potentially be faster and therefore, achieve higher throughput
than dwell. Finally, Patidar et al. [73] argued that selection would be
faster if it required only one or more saccades in the same direction.
Thus, GC should achieve higher throughput than RC. H2.2 The
dwell condition has the least error rate. This is based on the
findings of previous work [19, 27] and Study 1.

4.3 Participants, Apparatus, and Procedure
Twelve new participants (6 male, 6 female), aged 23.6 ± 5.11 years,
took part in this study. All had normal/corrected-to-normal vision.
We used the same apparatus as in Study 1.

Similar to previous work [8, 38, 71], our implementation of the
ISO 9241-411 task comprised of 11 targets, placed along the circum-
ference of a circle. The first target in a given “round” of trials was
randomly selected. The next targets alternated across the center of
the circle, randomly chosen either in a clockwise or anti-clockwise
direction (see Figure 5). The experiment comprised of six target
sizes between 2° and 3°. Each of these was repeated for three target
distances, with a maximum target distance of 25°, based on pilot
studies. This minimizes head movements and therefore, makes the
experiment less tiring. Each condition took about 7 minutes with
the whole experiment lasting about 50 minutes.

All buttons were grey at the beginning of each round, except for
the current orange target (see Figure 5a). The target (or any button)
was changed to blue whenever the gaze cursor came in contact with
it [87]. Upon correct/incorrect selection, the target was changed to
green/red, respectively and appropriate notification sounds were
played. We kept the rest of the procedure the same as in Study 1.

4.4 Experimental Design
We used a within-subjects design with four activation methods
(4AM : BP, Dw, GC, and RC), six target sizes (6TS : 2°, 2.2°, 2.4°, 2.6°,
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Figure 6: (a) Time, (b) Error Rate, (c) Throughput, and (d) Pointing Time results for Primary Step Selection Techniques.

2.8°, or 3°), and three target distances (3TD : 17°, 21°, or 25°), all of
which were presented in counterbalanced order. This gave us a
total of eighteen IDs (6TS × 3TD = 18ID) between 2.74-3.75. The
activation methods and the IDs were independent variables. As
dependent variables, we measured participants’ (selection) time (s),
error rate (ER), effective throughput (THP; bits/s) [40], activation
time (ms) – the time taken to activate a target from the last time the
gaze cursor has entered the target, total activation time (ms) – the
time taken to activate a target after the gaze cursor has reached the
target the very first time, and pointing time (ms) - the time taken
by the gaze cursor to reach the target. Thus, similar to previous
work [29], selection time is the sum of pointing time and the total
activation time. There were 11 targets per round yielding 11×6TS ×
3TD × 4AM = 792 data points per participant.

4.5 Results
We analyzed the data using RM ANOVA with the same param-
eters as in Study 1. For dependent variables that did not have a
normal/log-normal distribution, datawas transformed usingAligned
Rank Transform (ART) [94] before RM ANOVA.

4.5.1 Time, Error Rate, and Throughput Analysis. Results of the
RM ANOVAs are presented in Table 1. As shown in Figures 6a and
6c, users were significantly faster and had higher throughput in
the BP condition compared to GC and RC. Users made the least
errors in the Dw condition, followed by GC, RC, and BP, with all
significantly different from each other (see Figure 6b).

4.5.2 Activation and Pointing Time Analysis. Average activation
time for BP was 297.8 ms, Dw 305.2 ms, GC 268.7 ms, and RC
262.4 ms. The total activation time for BP was 454.0 ms, Dw 487.1
ms, GC 473.5 ms, and RC 435.7 ms. RM ANOVA identified only a
significant difference between the selection techniques for pointing
time (𝐹1.73,15.6 = 18.9, 𝑝 < 0.001, [2 = 0.678) and ID (𝐹17,153 = 4.68,
𝑝 < 0.001, [2 = 0.342). Post-hoc analysis revealed that BP (369.2 ms)
was significantly faster than GC (533.1 ms) and RC (596.5 ms). Dw
(422.0 ms) exhibited a faster pointing time than RC (see Figure 6d).

Table 1: Selection Techniques RM ANOVA results.

Selection Techniques ID
Time 𝐹3,27 = 6.89, 𝑝 < 0.001, [2 = 0.434 𝐹17,153 = 3.01, 𝑝 < 0.001, [2 = 0.251
ER 𝐹2.21,19.9 = 73.8, 𝑝 < 0.001, [2 = 0.891 𝐹17,153 = 7.71, 𝑝 < 0.001, [2 = 0.461
THP 𝐹2.40,21.6 = 6.13, 𝑝 < 0.01, [2 = 0.405 𝐹17,153 = 2.97, 𝑝 < 0.001, [2 = 0.248

4.5.3 Subjective Measures. The average overall task load measured
via the NASA-TLX for BP was (𝑀 = 29.6, 𝑆𝐷 = 19.9), Dw (𝑀 = 28.4,
𝑆𝐷 = 13.3), GC (𝑀 = 50.7, 𝑆𝐷 = 21.2), and RC (𝑀 = 46.4, 𝑆𝐷 = 19.1).
RMANOVA identified a significant difference between the selection
techniques (𝐹3,33 = 12.7, 𝑝 < 0.001, [2 = 0.536). Post-hoc analysis
revealed that the overall task load of GC and RC was significantly
higher than BP (both 𝑝 < 0.05) and Dw (both 𝑝 < 0.01).

In the post-experiment questionnaire, 6 subjects preferred Dw,
3 BP, 2 RC, and 1 GC. Example reasons given by subjects for their
preference of Dw was, “better performance and easy”, “Least amount
of effort needed. No frustration,” and “The mental activity needed ...
was very low.” Subjects who chose BP mentioned “I had a chance to
confirm my choices”, and “Felt the easiest and the fastest.” For RC one
subject mentioned “It was the easiest to select since my gaze would
naturally go back to the center.” Finally, for GC, “I enjoyed it more.”

4.6 Study 2 Discussion
Here, we investigated four primary step selection techniques –
button press (BP), dwell (Dw), goal-crossing (GC) and target reverse
crossing (RC). Results showed that, compared to GC and RC, BP had
significantly better performance for time, throughput, and task load.
No such difference was observed between BP and Dw (see Figure 6).
Further analysis revealed that the reason why BP is superior to
GC and RC is that subjects were able to point much faster in BP
(see Figure 6d). However, users made the most errors with BP (see
Figure 6b). The reason for the high error rate might be that users
pressed the button before their gaze reached the target or left the
target before they finished hitting the button (as gaze moves very
fast). Still, BP’s high error rate is in line with previous work [19, 27].

Just like Study 1 and previous work [19, 27], Dw again exhib-
ited the least errors in Study 2, thus supporting hypothesis H2.2.
Moreover, Dw was not significantly different than BP in any other
performance metric. It was also highly preferred by participants
with significantly less task load compared to GC and RC. Thus, we
conclude that Dw is the best primary step selection technique which
matches Hansen et al.’s results [35]. Yet, our results contradict the
findings of other previous work [19, 27, 37, 77, 97], which reported
button press to be superior to dwell. Again, the likely reason is that
these studies used a much higher dwell time than 300 ms [35].

The reason behind the low error rate for dwell in both our studies
is due to how this technique works. Making a mistake in the dwell
condition requires deliberately dwelling on a non-target for 300 ms.
In contrast, with button press a miss occurs when the gaze cursor
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is not on the target (for whatever reason) and the spacebar is hit.
This means that it is effectively easier to make a mistake with a
button press than dwell. Similarly, for GC, to make a mistake the
user needs to hover on the wrong target and then select its CB,
which is again harder than BP. Although GC exhibited significantly
more errors than Dw, GC’s error rate is still very low (< 1%). Except
for the task load, GC also did not show any significant difference
in the other metrics compared to Dw. Thus, we conclude that GC
is the best compromise between BP and Dw. Also, since GC did not
achieve the highest throughput, the results refute H2.1.

Unlike dwell, using saccades to CBs as an explicit selection mech-
anism enables free visual exploration of the content, e.g., a keyboard
layout [65]. Yet, according to our results, saccadic selection is more
fatiguing than dwell. Nonetheless, both options have their own set
of advantages and thus, we believe that the choice between dwell
and/or saccade depends on the type and the objective of the application,
e.g., when gaze-only is the only viable option.

Compared to GC, a significantly different error rate was observed
for RC, but it was still low (see Figure 6b). The potential reason for
this is that in RC, the targets were placed further away from the
center of the target arrangement to maintain a consistent target
distance for Fitts’ law. Thus, they were placed further into the
periphery where previous work [13, 23, 80] identified lower eye-
tracking accuracy. This might also explain why RCwas significantly
slower than Dw in pointing time (see Figure 6d). Although this
slower pointing time did not result in a significant difference for
selection time and throughput between Dw and RC, RC was not
significantly faster than Dw, contradicting previous work [29] and
Study 1. We believe that the smaller dwell time, targets being placed
further into the periphery, as well as premature exits of target
reverse crossing in Study 1 all contributed to this outcome.

There was no significant difference between GC and RC in se-
lection time, throughput, activation, total activation, and pointing
time (see Figure 6). These results refute the previously presented
argument that selection would be faster if a technique required
only one saccade or more in the same direction [73]. We also found
no significant differences in activation and total activation time for
the four primary step selection techniques. In other words, GC and
RC as activation methods are comparable to 300 ms dwell,
and, more importantly, a button press, where the latter was
previously identified as the fastest option, e.g., [19, 27, 37, 77, 97].
However, we also found that BP was the fastest condition relative to
GC and RC in terms of selection time. The difference in speed is thus
best explained by the difference in pointing time (see Figure 6d).

Other than the issue of targets being placed further into the
periphery for RC (to keep the comparison fair), we speculate that
both GC and RC had higher pointing time because there are two
saccade latencies involved – one after the previous CB was selected
and the other when the target was reached (and the CB is revealed).
It could also be that – before deciding to hit the CB with the second
saccade – additional cognitive decision time is required due to
cursor jitter [38]. Also, visually verifying that the CB appeared
when the target is reached might add more latency, too. Further
studies are required to verify this.

Our results apply to UIs like Iwrite [89] where keys are selected
by saccades in any direction. For UIs with more densely arranged
objects, like keyboards, a frame border [89] can be used as a big

CB. Separate CBs for each key instead of the two contexts could
improve L2’s design [66], also saving screen space. Nonetheless, we
acknowledge that saccadic selection inherently limits the design of
a UI and is thus generally not as suitable as dwell/buttons.

5 GENERAL DISCUSSION
In this paper, we evaluated the performance of saccades for primary
and confirmatory target selection. Study 1 identified that 4xM-dwell
(4xMDw) achieved the most promising performance for small target
selection. Among the Actigaze variants, goal-crossing (AGC) had
the best performance for time but suffered the highest error rate.
Results from Study 2 revealed that dwell (Dw; 300 ms) exhibited
the best performance as the primary step selection technique for
normal-sized targets. A saccadic selection technique, goal-crossing
(GC), exhibited the best compromise between Dw and button press
(BP). Thus, goal-crossing exhibited promising performance both as
a primary and confirmatory activation method.

For both studies significant differences exhibited large effect sizes
([2 > 0.14) with a number of subjects consistent with much other
work [14]. This indicates that our results are likely to be replicable.
In the future, it would be interesting to replicate our studies in a 2D
system. Such a setup would generalize our results to conventional
user interfaces, constitute a more affordable solution, and would
also allow researchers to increase the size of the participant pool to
further verify our results.

Based on our results, we arrive at the following insights and
potential future work for the use of saccades as primary and confir-
matory selection techniques. These are informed not only by the
outcomes but also on our observations during the studies:

As discussed above, the slower pointing time of GC and RC in
Study 2 is likely explained by multiple latencies. We speculate that
revealing the confirm button (CB) earlier in the process might speed
up selection. Similar to previous work [68], one potential solution
would be to use Meyer’s model [62] to reveal the CBs of the
target and its immediate neighbors as soon as the gaze cursor
is close to the target. This also means that the CBs would need to
stay visible even if the cursor just “falls off” the target due to cursor
jitter. However, further studies are required to verify whether this
modification would actually yield a significant improvement.

A lot of the mistakes for Actigaze-goal-crossing in Study 1 re-
sulted from a quick visual search or just “cutting off a corner” of a
neighboring CB. We thus suggest to add a small dwell time of
50/100 ms to Actigaze-goal-crossing, i.e., essentially a version of
Actigaze-dwell with a much shorter dwell time, before activating
the target. This might significantly reduce the error rate, hopefully
without substantially affecting the time results.

That different dwell times are appropriate for different tasks/UIs,
e.g., text entry or selecting a target image, key, or icon, is well-
documented in the literature, e.g., [19, 21, 27, 37, 67, 77, 97], with
shorter dwell times for sparsely arranged objects or longer ones in
a dense environment. Yet, all our subjects were novices, i.e., they
never trained to reduce their dwell time. Given our results, and in
contrast to previous work that claims 300 ms to be only appropriate
for experts [59], we thus believe that 300 ms dwell time can be
appropriate for novices and expert-level dwell time could be
lower for tasks/UIs such as those we evaluated, which should
be investigated in the future.
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In both our studies we did not apply a noise filter to the eye-
tracking data as we wanted to investigate how well state-of-the-art
(VR) eye-trackers work without such filters, especially for small
targets. Still, applying a noise filter [15, 28, 53] might noticeably
reduce the error rate. Further studies are required to verify this.

6 CONCLUSION
In this work, we investigated whether saccadic selection can serve
as an alternate to dwell for primary and confirmatory target se-
lection. We first compared six gaze-based selection techniques for
targets smaller than 1.5-2°. Results revealed that 4x magnification
with dwell achieved the most promising performance. Actigaze
with goal-crossing achieved the best performance for time albeit
with the most errors. We also identified in a second study that
saccade-based goal-crossing as a primary selection technique is a
good compromise between dwell and button press for normal-sized
targets. The results of our work enable practitioners, developers,
and researchers to make more informed decisions for target selec-
tion in gaze-based UIs.
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